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25-Round Snub Noir E-Qualifier  

 

This E-Qualifier requires twenty-five live rounds, and is 5- and 6-shot revolver neutral. 

Shooters may use and .32, or .38, or .357 caliber revolver of any barrel length, but must use only .32 or .38 

caliber ammunition (no magnums, please) as is appropriate to the weapon. You can find the downloadable 

target at: https://snubnoir.com/e-match/ 

 

Required items: 

 2x2x2 ammunition carrier 

 11x17 paper sheet targets  

 Flexible loading strip 

 Looped ammunition carrier 

 PACT timer 

 Speed loader 

 Spill or dump pouch 

 Toy, dummy, or replica gun - Any style 

 Twenty-five live rounds 

  

E-Qualifier 11 x 17 Target dimensions  

 Outer Target Border (11 x 17) = 1-point 

 First inner square (8.5 x 11) = 3-points 

 Second inner square (5 x 8) = 2-points 

 Center square (3 x 5) = 4-points   

  

Pre E-Qualifier Set-up 

 Set target at 21-feet / 7-yards 

 Follow all safety and range rules 
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STAGE ONE – Back-Up or BUG Shooting / 1-round / 1-Drill - From a holstered weapon:  

  

BUG Drill 

Drill Pre-Load Fire Score Time 

1 One Rounds 
One Round 

Only 
  

 

 

 REQUIRED TOOLS 

  One (1) live round 

  Snub revolver 

  Toy, dummy, or replica gun - Any style 

 

 STAGE ONE, Drill 1 

  Load revolver with one (1) round, holster snub 

  Start with dummy gun in strong side shooting hand 

  Start PACT Timer 

  At "beep" transfer the dummy gun from the dominant to non-dominant hand. 

  Draw snub, and fire on target, one-handed only, and firing only one round. 

  Secure your snub being sure to leave the spent round in the revolver. 

  Record both your time and score on the Snub Noir E-Qualifier Score sheet above.  

  Move to STAGE TWO 
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STAGE TWO - Loose Ammo / 5-Rounds / 5-Drills - Starting with a drawn weapon: 

 

Loose Ammo 

Drill Live Rounds 

Loaded 
Rounds Fire Score Time 

1 Five Rounds 

One Round 

Only 

  

2 Four Rounds   

3 Three Rounds   

4 Two Rounds   

5 One Round   

 

 

 REQUIRED TOOLS 

  Five (5) live rounds   

  Snub revolver 

 

 STAGE TWO, Drill 1 

  Fill an empty pocket (either a pant pocket, front or rear, or a jacket/coat pocket) or with five 

 (5) loose rounds. 

  Start with a drawn weapon, with one spent round in the cylinder, and start the PACT Timer. 

  At the "beep," open weapon, eject the spent case. 

 Withdraw five (5) loose rounds from your pocket, insert all five, and fire only one round at 

the target. 

  Secure your snub being sure to leave the spent round in the revolver. 

  Record both your time and score on the Snub Noir E-Qualifier Score sheet above.  

  Move on to STAGE THREE, Drills 2-through-5 
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STAGE TWO - Loose Ammo / 5-Rounds / 5-Drills - Starting with a drawn weapon: (Cont) 

  

 AFTER FIRST FIRED ROUND 

While leaving the one (1) spent case in the revolver, open the snub and return the unfired 

rounds to your pocket. 

  Secure your snub 

  Record both your time and score.  

 

 STAGE TWO, Drills 2 through 5 

 Repeat STAGE TWO, this time loading four rounds, fire only one (1) round and record 

 time and score. 

Repeat STAGE TWO three more times, each time reduce the number of live rounds you load 

into the revolver by one, firing only one (1) round per drill.  

  Secure your snub being sure to leave the spent round in the revolver. 

  Record both your times and scores on the Snub Noir E-Qualifier Score sheet opposite.  

  Move to STAGE THREE 
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STAGE THREE - Spill or Dump Pouch / 5-Rounds / 5-Drills - Starting with a drawn weapon: 

 

Spill or Dump 

Pouch 

Drill Live Rounds 

Loaded 
Rounds Fire Score Time 

1 Five Rounds 

One Round 

Only 

  

2 Four Rounds   

3 Three Rounds   

4 Two Rounds   

5 One Round   

 

 

 REQUIRED TOOLS 

  Five (5) live rounds   

  Snub revolver 

  Spill or Dump Pouch - Any style 

 

 STAGE THREE, Drill 1 

  Fill a Spill or Dump Pouch with five (5) rounds. 

  Start with a drawn weapon, one spent round in the cylinder, and start the PACT Timer. 

  At the "beep," open weapon, eject spent case. 

 Collect five (5) rounds from your spill or dump pouch, insert all five, and fire only one round 

at the target. 

  Secure your snub being sure to leave the spent round in the revolver. 

  Record both your time and score on the Snub Noir E-Qualifier Score sheet above.  

  Move on to STAGE THREE, Drills 2-through-5 
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STAGE THREE - Spill or Dump Pouch / 5-Rounds / 5-Drills - Starting with a drawn weapon: (Cont)  

  

 AFTER FIRST FIRED ROUND 

While leaving the one (1) spent case in the revolver, open the snub and return the unfired 

rounds to your spill or dump pouch. 

  Secure your snub 

  Record both your time and score. 

 

 STAGE THREE, Drills 2 through 5 

 Repeat STAGE THREE, this time loading four rounds, fire only one (1) round and record 

 time and score. 

Repeat STAGE THREE three more times, each time reducing the number of live rounds you 

load into the revolver by one, firing only one (1) round per drill.  

  Secure your snub being sure to leave the spent round in the revolver. 

  Record both your times and scores on the Snub Noir E-Qualifier Score sheet opposite.  

  Move to STAGE FOUR 
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STAGE FOUR - Loop Carrier / 5-Rounds / 5-Drills - Starting with a drawn weapon: 

 

Loop Carrier 

Drill Live Rounds 

Loaded 
Rounds Fire Score Time 

1 Five Rounds 

One Round 

Only 

  

2 Four Rounds   

3 Three Rounds   

4 Two Rounds   

5 One Round   

 

 

 REQUIRED TOOLS 

  Five (5) live rounds   

  Loop-style Ammo Carrier - Any style 

  Snub revolver 

 

 STAGE FOUR, Drill 1 

  Fill your loop carrier with five (5) rounds. 

  Start with a drawn weapon, with one spent round in the cylinder, and start the PACT Timer. 

  At the "beep," open weapon, eject the spent case. 

 Withdraw five (5) loose rounds from your loop ammo carrier, insert all five, and fire only one 

round at the target. 

  Secure your snub being sure to leave the spent round in the revolver. 

  Record both your time and score on the Snub Noir E-Qualifier Score sheet above.  

  Move on to STAGE FOUR, Drills 2-through-5 
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STAGE FOUR - Loop Carrier / 5-Rounds / 5-Drills - Starting with a drawn weapon: (Cont) 

   

 AFTER FIRST FIRED ROUND 

While leaving the one (1) spent case in the revolver, open the snub and return the unfired 

rounds to your loop carrier. 

  Secure your snub 

  Record both your time and score.  

 

 STAGE FOUR, Drills 2 through 5 

 Repeat STAGE FOUR, this time loading four rounds, fire only one (1) round and record 

 time and score. 

Repeat STAGE FOUR three more times, each time reducing the number of live rounds you 

load into the revolver by one, firing only one (1) round per drill.  

  Secure your snub being sure to leave the spent round in the revolver. 

  Record both your times and scores on the Snub Noir E-Qualifier Score sheet opposite.  

  Move to STAGE FIVE 
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STAGE FIVE - Loading Strip / 5-Rounds / 5-Drills - Starting with a drawn weapon: 

 

Loading Strip 

Drill Live Rounds 

Loaded 
Rounds Fire Score Time 

1 Five Rounds 

One Round 

Only 

  

2 Four Rounds   

3 Three Rounds   

4 Two Rounds   

5 One Round   

 

 

 REQUIRED TOOLS 

  Five (5) live rounds   

  Flexible Loading Strip - Any Style 

  Snub revolver 

 

 STAGE FIVE, Drill 1 

  Fill your Loading Strip with five (5) rounds. 

  Start with a drawn weapon, with one spent round in the cylinder, and start the PACT Timer. 

  At the "beep," open weapon, eject the spent case. 

 Load the cylinder with the five (5) loose rounds from your loading strip, insert all five rounds, 

and fire only one round at the target. 

  Secure your snub being sure to leave the spent round in the revolver. 

  Record both your time and score on the Snub Noir E-Qualifier Score sheet above.  

  Move on to STAGE FIVE, Drills 2-through-5 
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STAGE FIVE - Loading Strip / 5-Rounds / 5-Drills - Starting with a drawn weapon: (Cont) 

    

 AFTER FIRST FIRED ROUND 

While leaving the one (1) spent case in the revolver, open the snub and return the unfired 

rounds to your loading strip. 

  Secure your snub 

  Record both your time and score. 

 

 STAGE FIVE, Drills 2 through 5 

 Repeat STAGE FIVE, this time loading four rounds, fire only one (1) round and record 

 time and score. 

Repeat STAGE FIVE three more times, each time reducing the number of live rounds you 

load into the revolver by one, firing only one (1) round per drill.  

  Secure your snub being sure to leave the spent round in the revolver. 

  Record both your times and scores on the Snub Noir E-Qualifier Score sheet opposite.  

  Move to STAGE SIX 
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STAGE SIX - 2x2x2 Pouch / 5-or-6-Rounds / 3-Drills - Starting with a drawn weapon: 

 

2x2x2 Pouch 

Drill Live Rounds 

Loaded 
Rounds Fire Score Time 

1 Five-or-six 

Rounds 

One Round 

Only 

  

2 Four Rounds   

3 Two Round   

 

 

 REQUIRED TOOLS 

  2x2x2 Loading pouch - Any style   

  One (1) spent .38 case - optional   

  Six (6) live rounds 

  Snub revolver 

 

 STAGE SIX, Drill 1 

 Fill your 2x2x2 Pouch with five (5) or six (6) rounds. (Five round revolver shooters are 

welcomed to use a spent round as a “spacer” for the 6th unneeded round.) 

  Start with a drawn weapon, with one spent round in the cylinder, and start the PACT Timer. 

  At the "beep," open weapon, eject the spent case. 

 Draw five (5) or six (6) rounds as appropriate for your weapon from your 2x2x2 pouch, fill 

the cylinder, and fire on target once only.  

  Secure your snub being sure to leave the spent round in the revolver. 

  Record both your time and score on the Snub Noir E-Qualifier Score sheet above.  

  Move on to STAGE SIX, Drills 2-through-5 
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STAGE SIX - 2x2x2 Pouch / 5-or-6-Rounds / 3-Drills - Starting with a drawn weapon: (Cont) 

 

 AFTER FIRST FIRED ROUND 

While leaving the one (1) spent case in the revolver, open the snub and return the unfired 

rounds to your 2x2x2 Pouch. 

  Secure your snub 

  Record both your time and score. 

  

 STAGE SIX, Drills 2 and 3 

 Repeat STAGE SIX, this time loading four rounds, fire only one (1) round and record 

 time and score. 

 Repeat STAGE SIX one more time, loading only two rounds, firing only one (1) round. 

  Secure your snub being sure to leave the spent round in the revolver. 

  Record both your times and scores on the Snub Noir E-Qualifier Score sheet opposite.  

  Move to STAGE SEVEN 
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STAGE SEVEN- Speed Loader / 5-or-6-Rounds / 1-Drill - Starting with a drawn weapon:  

 

Speed Loader 

Drill Live Rounds 

Loaded 
Rounds Fire Score Time 

1 Five or Six  

Rounds 

One Round  

Only 
  

 

 

 REQUIRED TOOLS 

  Five (5) or Six (6) live rounds as required 

  Snub revolver 

  Speed Loader - Any style 

 

 STAGE SEVEN, Drill 1 

  Fill your Speed Loader with five (5) or six (6) rounds as appropriate. 

  Start with a drawn weapon, one spent round in the cylinder, and start the PACT Timer. 

  At the "beep," open weapon, eject spent case. 

  Seize your speed loader, insert all available rounds, and fire on target once only. 

  Remove the unfired rounds and the spend case, and secure your snub. 

  Record both your time and score on the Snub Noir E-Qualifier Score sheet above.  

 Post all e-qualifier times and scores on the Snub Noir E-Qualifier Score Board located on the 

SnubNoir.com web page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Special Thank-You to Michael Gilmet, Art Webb, and to Greg Yonkers, for their thoughts, suggestions, and 

corrections with this guide. 
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Special thanks to our Corporate Sponsors 

A-Holster 
aholster.com 

JB Gun Works 
jbgunworks.com 

Barranti Leather 
barrantileather.com 

Lobo Gun Leather 
lobogunleather.com 

BK Grips 
bkgrips.com 

Lorin Michki 
lorinmichki.com  

Black Creek Leather 
facebook.com/BlackCreekLeather 

Meister Bullet 
meisterbullets.com 

C. Rusty Sherrick 
c-rusty.com 

Original Precision 
originalprecision.com 

Chestnut Mountain Sports 
chestnutmountainsports.net 

Ralph Friedman 
bronxstreetwarrior.com 

Craig Spegel 
craigspegel.com 

Robert Escobar 
youtube.com/c/ObjectHistory 

Defensive Creations Gunsmithing 
defensivecreations.com 

Tarnhelm Supply Co. 
tarnhelm.com/index.html 

D&L Sports 
dlsports.com 

Texas Built Leather 
www.etsy.com/shop/TXBuiltLeather 

Edmundo Mireles 
edmireles.com 

Tuff Products 
tuffproducts.com 

Falco 
falcoholsters.com 

XS Sights 
xssights.com 

Fountain Pen Revolution 
fprevolutionusa.com 

Zeta6 
zetasix.com 



Snub Noir was created to bring together shooters, 
researchers, writers, and select firearm businesses, to 
promote, enhance and expand the sport of short barrel 
revolver and single stack, small caliber pocket pistol 
shooting. Your membership entitles you to a number 
of benefits including:
Online Content

We offer a large variety of online content to our 
members. Member blog posts offer both text and video material covering; training techniques, 
shooting drills, and book and product reviews. Blog posts also offer police and firearm books series 
excerpts by authors including Chris Bird, Ed Lovette, Paul Filipowicz, Ralph Friedman, and Ralph 
Mroz.
Publications

In addition to regular blog material, Snub Noir also publishes The Detective Gatzette, our full 
color print and downloadable quarterly members’ newsletter.
Online Community

We host our own social media site as an alternative to the mainstream sites. We invite you to join 
the conversation! For our members, we have private groups for discussion and to buy/sell/trade gear.
Products and Discounts

We are always working on acquiring product discounts and developing products to bring to you.
Training opportunities

Michael de Bethencourt, lead trainer at Snub Noir oversees workshops and snub shooting events 
throughout New England. For information on hosting a Snub Noir 4-hour workshops or a snub 
shooting event, please contact us at info@SnubNoir.com.
Publishing Services

Are you looking to publish a new book or bring one back to print? Let us get your book created, 
printed and distributed!
Why choose Snub Noir to publish and distribute your book?

We are a one stop shop. From cover design, book layout, photography, editing, printing, and 
distribution, we do it all. Our printers offer vast varieties of book size, paper weight, cover type and 
binding. Best of all, we have competitive royalties and flexible distribution options.

Membership starts at only $2.99 a month. 

Join Snub Noir Today at: SnubNoir.com

Join Snub Noir Today!
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